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PRODUCT LIST
● dm ANGLE GUARD (AL.)
● dm EDGE GUARD (AL & PVC)
● dm SQUARE GUARD - C10 TO C50 (AL.)
● dm MIDLINE PROFILE (AL.)
● dm D-PROFILE (AL. & PVC)
● dm SEPARATOR (AL.)
● dm CARPET TRIM
● dm TRANSITION PROFILE (AL.)
● dm TILE TRIM (OUTER) (PVC/AL/S.S.)
● dm COVE TRIM (INNER) (PVC/AL.)
● dm TILE SPACER (PP)
● dm COLUMN GUARD (SS)
● dm EXPANSION JOINT (AL. & 

NEOPRENE)
● dm STEP GUARD (AL. & HARD PVC)

● dm F-PROFILE (PVC)
● dm CLOSED F-PROFILE (PVC)
● dm PLASTER MESH (GI)
● dm PLASTER EDGE PROFILE 

(GI/PVC)
● dm BUMPER GUARD (GI & 

RUBBER)
● dm L-ANGLE (AL.)
● dm RIGHT ANGLE (PVC/AL.)
● dm WALL GUARD
● dm BAND PROFILE (AL.)*
● dm PATTI (PVC)*
● dm STRIP (PVC)*
● dm C-CHANNEL (PVC)* 

               and  many more…
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dm-ANGLE GUARD (AL.)

1. Used to protect sensitive edges from chipping caused by mild impacts.

2. Solid aluminum protection with interlock design.

3. Used for edges where surface is cladded with 10mm thick material.

4. Available in standard length of 3Mts.

5. Available in natural and powder-coated colors.
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dm-EDGE GUARD (AL. & PVC)

Decor Marketing

1. Two component product  used to protect edges from chipping.

2. Overlap-Insert  design with aluminium base and PVC top (with color options).

3. Used on plaster / concrete surfaced edges.

4. Widely used in medium traffic / impact zones.

5. Available in standard length of 3Mts.
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dm-SQUARE PROFILE – C10 TO C50 (AL.)

1. Aluminum profile used to create partition & pattern in tile area.

2. Allows play for thermal expansion & contraction.

3. Available in exposed width & depth of 10mm, 20mm & 50mm.

4. Available in standard length of 3Mts.

5. Available in natural and powder-coated colors.
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dm-MIDLINE PROFILE (PVC)

1. Co-Extruded PVC profile of intricate design improves a lot on aesthetics.

2. Widely used as a skirting profile above the tile on flushed surfaces. 

3. Also used as running profile between tiles.

4. Available in standard length of 2.5Mts.(8Ft.) with 12mm exposed width.

5. Available in two-color combination or in single color.
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dm-D-PROFILE (AL. & PVC)

1. PVC radius overlap-insert on aluminum creates ‘D’ shaped profile.

2. Profile that keeps impacts & stains away from wall.

3. Use at varying levels on wall acting as wall guard.

4. Doubles-up as staircase railing handle.

5. Profile comes in exposed width of 40mm and in length of 3Mts.
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dm-SEPARATOR (AL.)

1. Aluminum profile that separates and demarks large area of wall cladding.

2. Acts as a spacer avoiding thermal expansion and contraction cracks.

3. Excellently improves on aesthetics with 5mm exposed width.

4. Can be innovatively used to create patterns on stone, tiles & wood.

5. Comes with an insert depth of 25mm and in length of 3Mts.
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dm-CARPET TRIM (AL.) 

1. Aluminum trimmer profile for carpet edges.

2. Use of carpet trim avoids uneven undulations and furling of carpet edges.

3. Can also be used with tiles for edges of step treads.

4. Accommodates 10mm thick material.

5. Comes in standard length of 3Mts. 
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dm-TRANSITION PROFILE (AL.)

1. Aluminium profile that takes care of perfect transition between two materials.

2. Used for transition between thin & thick material (Eg.. carpet & slab).

3. Use of Transition profile avoids uneven exposure of two joining materials.

4. Improves excellently on aesthetics. Available in natural & powder-coated finish.

5. Comes with an exposed width of 25mm and in lengths of 3Mts.
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dm-TILE TRIM (PVC/AL./SS)

1. Used for Trimming Tile Edges at both Vertical and Horizontal intersections. 
2. Protects tile edges from chipping and avoids tile chamfering in Vertical Trimming. 
3. Prevents exposure of sharp edges and dust accumulation in Horizontal Trimming. 
4. PVC Trims available in various shades of colors, sizes and in length of 2.5Mts.(ie..8Ft.).
5. Aluminium Trim available in natural / powder-coated colors in 7mm & 10mm, of 3Mts.
6. Stainless Steel Trim available in 10mm and in length of 2.5Mts.
7. Fix Tile Trim during tile-laying using tile-adhesive/cement mortar.
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1. Used at tile intersecting corners – Vertical (wall-to-wall) & Horizontal (wall & floor).
2. Provides excellent finish with rounded radius. Avoids right-angled corners.
3. Prevents dust accumulation when used between wall & floor / platform.
4. Available in PVC in different colors, sizes of 7mm & 10mm and in length of  2.5Mts.(ie..8Ft.).
5. Aluminum Cove available in natural / powder-coated colors in 7mm & 10mm, of 3Mts.
6. Fix Cove Trim during tile-laying using tile-adhesive/cement mortar.

dm-COVE TRIM (PVC/AL.)
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1. Tile Spacers & used at tile intersecting joints during tile laying for wall & floor.

2. Tile Spacers provides perfect spacing and proper alignment throughout tile area.

3. Tile gaps are to be filled with color grouts.

4. Tile Spacers protect tile area from expansion & contraction cracks.

5. They help in restricting breakage to specific tile on impacts.

6. Available in pack of 500 Nos. in widths varying from 1.6mm to 10mm.

7. Use spacers during tile laying.

dm-TILE SPACERS
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dm-COLUMN GUARD (SS)
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1. Used to protect edges of RCC Column from chipping caused by impacts.

2. Stainless Steel Column Guard comes with concealed clamps for fixing.

3. Upon fixing Column Guard, column surface can be finished with plaster or tiles.

4. Provides neat outer finish and improves excellently on aesthetics.

5. SS Column Guard available in widths of 1”x1” and 2”x2” of 2.5Mts (ie.. 8Ft.).

6. Fix SS Column Guard upon unfinished surface of RCC column edges.
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1. Used to take care of thermal expansion and contraction movement cracks.
2. High grade Neoprene Rubber sandwiched between Aluminium profiles.
3. Solid / hollow neoprene rubber used to attend case-specific requirement.
4. Available in various depths and exposed widths for both thick bed and thin bed fixing.
5. Comes in standard length of 3Mts.
6. Use Expansion Joints during floor or wall bed preparation.

dm-EXPANSION JOINT (AL. & NEOPRENE)
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1. Used to protect stair-case edges from chipping caused by impacts.

2. Two component product of hard PVC top and Aluminum base.

3. Provides excellent non-slip grip to tread.

4. Good wear & tear resistance, long-lasting, replaceable hard PVC top.

5. Hard PVC top comes in three shades of Black, Dark Brown and Grey.

6. Available in depths of 7mm, 12mm and 22mm, in standard length of 3mtrs.

7. Use Step Nosing along with tile/granite laying for steps.

dm-STEP GUARD (AL. & HARD PVC)
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1. Used for providing open groove between skirting top and wall plaster.

2. Homogeneous PVC profile resembling the letter ‘F’.

3. Coaxial punching on profile ensures proper sandwich of product.

4. Available in two sizes of 8mm & 11mm to accommodate 7mm & 10mm thick tiles.

5. Supplied in standard lengths of 2.5Mts. and in various color shades.

6. Use F-Profile during laying of skirting tiles.`

dm-F-PROFILE (PVC)
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1. PVC profile closed groove for multi-purpose use.

2. Can be used innovatively on skirting top, between tiles on walls, Etc.

3. Coaxial punching on profile ensures proper sandwich of product.

4. Available in 11mm depth and standard lengths of 2.5Mts.

5. Use F-Profile during laying of tiles.

dm-CLOSED F-PROFILE (PVC)
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dm-PLASTER MESH (GI)
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1. Expanded Galvanized Iron Mesh having rust-proof Zinc-coating (256gm/Sq.Mt.).
2. Has an excellent plaster retention property due to its diamond shaped punch-holes.
3. Used between Column/Beam and masonry, lintel surfaces and conduit plastering.  
4. Plaster Mesh prevents development of joint cracks & plaster bulge.
5. Comes in rolls of varying widths from 4”(inches) to 4’(feet).
6. Fix plaster mesh with sufficient tightness using nails / cement dads prior to plastering.
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1. Used to protect exposed plaster edges from chipping.
2. Also improves on aesthetics by maintaining straight edge without undulations.
3. Available in both PVC & GI with equal size of 45x45mm on either sides.
4. PVC Plaster Edge Profile comes in standard lengths of 2.5Mts.
5. GI Plaster Edge Profile available in standard lengths of 8ft and 10ft.
6. Fix using plaster dabs on brick/column edges, over-which required putty is finished.

dm-PLASTER EDGE PROFILE (GI/PVC)
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1. Heavy-duty rubber on GI angle used for columns exposed to high impacts.

2. Used in high impact zones like truck bay, car park, etc.. .

3. Protects column edges and trolley/vehicle bumpers from severe damage.

4. Available in 1Mt. / 1.5Mts. length with exposed width of 60mmx20mmx60mm.

5. GI (1.5mm thick) is fixed on column edge and rubber top inserted.

dm-BUMPER GUARD (GI & RUBBER)
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1. Profile in the shape of letter ‘L’.
2. Used innovatively for multi-purpose solutions.
3. L-Angle used as a stopper for wall tiles between tiles and door & window frames.
4. Also used as spacing profile between tiles for walls with an exposed width of 2mm.
5. Can be used for transition between tiles and other material Aluminium al (eg. tile & wood)
6. Available in standard lengths of 3Mts. with natural / anodized colors.
7. Accommodates upto 10mm thick tiles.
8. Fix L-Angle during tile laying.

dm-L-ANGLE (AL.)
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1. Profiles in the shape of right-angle for edges.

2. Used as a repair material to avoid further damages on finished edges. 

3. PVC profile available in 2”x2" exposed width with self adhesive strip to fix.

4. Made to order lengths of 1Mt./1.5/2 & 2.5Mts. are made available.

5. Aluminium profile available in exposed widths of 1”x1” & 2”x2”.

6. Available in standard lengths of 3Mts. in natural & anodized colors.

dm-RIGHT-ANGLE PROFILE (PVC/AL.)
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dm-WALL GUARD

1. Two Component  product – High grade extruded PVC & Aluminium.

2. Used to Protect costly wall textures from wear & tear impacts.

3. Aluminium profile is screwed to the wall, over which PVC is slided.

4. Available in standard length of  3 mtrs.
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Trims & Profiles can be tailor made to suite case-specific requirement 

exclusively for bulk requirement. Following listed products are custom made. 

Product details and samples are available on request.

PROFILES MADE TO ORDER *

BAND PROFILE (AL.)*

PATTI (PVC)*

STRIP (PVC)*

C-CHANNEL (PVC)*
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THANK YOU
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